Plan a scavenger hunt!

Team members
____________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

What are you looking for?
Cross them out as you find
1. _________________________________
2. _________________________________
3. _________________________________
4. _________________________________
5. _________________________________
6. _________________________________
7. _________________________________
8. _________________________________
9. _________________________________
10. ________________________________
11. ________________________________
12. ________________________________

Some suggestions:
• Mailbox
• Little library
• Bench
• Pinecone
• Playground
• School
• Library
• Grocery store
• Squirrel
• Bird
• Fire hydrant
• Bridge
• Lake
• Pond
• Church
• Office building
• Bus
• Garbage truck
• Park bench
• Stop lights
• Baby stroller
• Speedbump
• Crosswalk
• Cat
• Chipmunk
• Pool Bike
• Bike path
• Creek
• UPS truck
• Fed Ex truck
• Flag
• Coin
• Dumpster
• A stick
• A painted rock
• Speed limit sign
• Turkey
• Dog

Or try a seasonal scavenger hunt

Winter
• Snowman
• Holiday decoration
• Snowplow
• Sand barrel (for sidewalks)
• Iced over lake or pond
• Icicle
• Someone Skating

A person cross country skiing
Kids on a sled
A lost hat or mitten

Spring/Summer
• Leaves from 3 different trees
• A leaf with insect holes in it

A pop top from a can
Caterpillar
Worm
Flower
Dandelion
Sand box
Mud Puddle
Butterfly

Fall
• Orange leaf
• Red leaf
• Yellow leaf

A person raking
Wind blowing leaves
Feather
Pencil or pen on the ground
School bus
Kids walking to or from school